Burnout, Medical Errors, and Malpractice Liability
Question
The problem of clinician burnout has received increased focus in recent years. This issue clearly is
concerning from the standpoint of emotional health and well-being, but what is the correlation
between burnout, medical errors, and malpractice claims?

Answer
Burnout is an “occupational phenomenon” or syndrome characterized by physical and emotional
exhaustion; depersonalization, detachment, and cynicism; and feelings of ineffectiveness and lack
of accomplishment. 1 Not surprisingly, the relationship between burnout, medical errors, and
malpractice claims seems to follow a logical pattern.
Healthcare providers who are burned out might feel depressed, angry, forgetful, irritable,
apathetic, anxious, and even suicidal. Burnout also can manifest in physical symptoms (such as
fatigue, pain, shortness of breath, and loss of appetite) and unhealthy behaviors (such as alcohol
and substance abuse). 2 These emotions and outcomes, alone or in combination, can affect
providers’ overall well-being, productivity, and performance, which in turn can adversely affect
the quality of patient care and experience. When quality of care and patient satisfaction decrease,
liability exposure can increase.
In a report titled Taking Action Against Clinician Burnout: A Systems Approach to Professional
Well-Being, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) states that
“Stressors associated with burnout are also threats to professionalism, the fundamental ethical
norms that are essential to the professional fulfillment of clinicians and learners and to the
delivery of high-quality care.” 3
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NASEM’s report also notes that clinician burnout is associated with:
•

An increased risk of patient safety incidents

•

An increased risk of malpractice claims

•

Poorer quality of care

•

Reduced patient satisfaction

•

Diminished and ineffective communication between healthcare providers and patients

•

Increased absenteeism, presenteeism (working while sick or not fully functioning), and
employee turnover

NASEM’s conclusions are supported by research on burnout that has occurred over the years. For
example, a 2010 study found a strong relationship between surgeons who perceived they had
committed major medical errors and their degrees of burnout and quality of life. 4 A 2018
systematic review and meta-analysis determined that physicians who experience burnout are twice
as likely to be involved in patient safety incidents and to deliver suboptimal patient care. These
physicians also are three times more likely to receive low satisfaction ratings from patients. 5 Other
research has shown that burnout can lead to omissions of care 6 as well as increases in unnecessary
testing, referrals to specialists, and hospital admissions. 7
Studies also have established links between burnout and malpractice. For example, a study
examining stress, burnout, and career satisfaction among surgeons found that “Patients who are
treated by physicians suffering from burnout are more often dissatisfied with their level of care
and are more likely to participate in malpractice suits.” 8 Unfortunately, the link between burnout
and malpractice is reciprocal — being involved in malpractice litigation might increase the risk of
experiencing burnout or intensify existing burnout symptoms. 9 Additionally, as a result of
emotional and physical fatigue, healthcare providers who are suffering from burnout and involved
in malpractice litigation might prefer to settle claims rather than fight allegations. 10
Another concern in terms of burnout and malpractice relates to the fact that having a malpractice
claim can increase the risk for a subsequent claim. Whether burnout is experienced prior to
litigation or as a result of a lawsuit is immaterial from this perspective because its emotional and
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physical impact might “further the risk for additional events by exacerbating symptoms in an
already compromised physician.” 11
In summary, research over the last two decades has established links between burnout, medical
errors, and liability exposure. Although burnout varies across institutions, specialties, provider
types, and individuals, its overall impact on the healthcare profession is significant and concerning.
The emotional, physical, quality, safety, and financial implications associated with burnout
indicate the growing need for additional research on effective burnout interventions and ways to
integrate them into healthcare settings.

Resources
For more information about the effects of burnout and techniques to address it, see MedPro’s
Risk Resources: Burnout in Healthcare.
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